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"Kyle Swansons bisher persönlichste Mission. Die Seiten fliegen nur so dahin!" Booklist
Der Frieden im Nahen Osten scheint greifbar nah: In einem Schloss in Schottland
verhandeln Prinz Abdullah von Saudi-Arabien und der israelische Außenminister ein
beispielloses Abkommen. Doch ein brutaler Raketenangriff setzt den Gesprächen ein
jähes, tödliches Ende! Auf Bitten des Verhandlungsführers reist Gunnery Sergeant Kyle
Swanson nach Großbritannien, wo er einen weiteren Anschlag auf Überlebende
vereitelt. Die Angreifer kommen aus dem Nahen Osten - doch für wen arbeiten sie?
Während Swanson fieberhaft ermittelt, lauert sein Erzfeind Juba auf eine Chance. Denn
Swansons ehemaliger Kamerad ist entschlossen, sich an dem Mann zu rächen, der ihn
fast getötet hätte ... Sniper Kyle Swanson in seiner dritten Mission - ein spannender
Militärthriller für alle Fans von Tom Clancy, Lee Child und Will Jordan. Band 1: Kill Zone
Band 2: Dead Shot eBooks von beTHRILLED - mörderisch gute Unterhaltung.
A top Russian intelligence agent has defected to the West and the only man with whom
he will speak is Kyle Swanson, who busted him out of the U.S. Marine Corps
Scout/Sniper School years ago. The defector proves to be an Edward Snowden-type
gold mine of amazing secrets about the When, Where and How of President Vladimir
Pushkin's next grab for lost Soviet territory. But Swanson, now a special contractor with
the CIA, soon begins to believe that it is all fool's gold being sprinkled by Moscow to
ignite an open military fight with NATO and the United States. Using his own deadly
methods, the sniper sets out to find the truth, but to slow him down, the Russians
kidnap Swanson's beautiful friend Calico, the CIA station chief in Estonia. From Italy to
the Arctic Circle, Kyle Swanson is on the hunt, convinced that the defector actually is
running a complex plot to hand Russia a kingdom in the north. But Swanson seems
always to be a step behind because there is a traitor within his own chain of command.
To stop the madness, Swanson must deliver a kill shot a hundred miles away from a
border bridge in Estonia, where a Russian Army waits on the far shore as a government
official crosses over with an invitation to invade.
The Central Intelligence Agency is under attack, and so is its top field operative, Kyle
Swanson. The highly decorated former Marine Corps gunnery sergeant is attending the
funeral of a friend when a terrorist blows up the grave. A week later, he narrowly
survives a grenade attack in Berlin. In Washington, Congress is being told that
Swanson has been turned, his private employer is corrupt, and the Agency itself cannot
be trusted. Swanson is assigned to find the root of the problem and is partnered up with
Luke Gibson, a skilled operative rated as being almost as good as Swanson. They are
looking for assassin Nicky Marks, who also was a CIA shooter but now works for a
shadowy power broker known as The Prince. But before Kyle and Luke can eliminate
the threat, they must identify and find the man who wants them dead. That takes them
from the pink poppy fields of Afghanistan to the jungles of Southeast Asia and the
streets of America as they learn that the Prince is the ruthless kingpin of a global drug
empire that uses CIA planes to transport opium and heroin. Swanson also lines up a
secret partner, the beautiful widow of his friend whose grave was desecrated in Mexico,
the sharpshooting former commando Beth Ledford, who has her own agenda of pure
retribution. Kyle Swanson, at the worst possible moment in a combat showdown, must
decide: Do you trust your partner, and if so, which one?
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When the Sphinx is blown up by terrorists who also launch attacks on an Iranian soccer
team and a vessel in the Red Sea, Kyle Swanson and his Trident team uncover an
extremist plot to provoke war between Egypt and Iran to upset the balance of
international power.
Kill ZoneA Sniper NovelSt. Martin's Press
A retired marine sniper and an award-winning journalist present an insider's
assessment of America's sniper force to challenge popular misconceptions and pay
tribute to the snipers who made pivotal contributions during the War on Terror.
Michael Valentine, veteran and former member of an elite private military company, has
been recruited by the government to conduct a secret counter-terror operation in the
Persian Gulf nation of Zubara. The unit is called Dead Six. Their mission is to take the
fight to the enemy and not get caught. Lorenzo, assassin and thief extraordinaire, is
being blackmailed by the world's most vicious crime lord. His team has to infiltrate the
Zubaran terrorist network and pull off an impossible heist or his family will die. When
Dead Six compromises his objective, Lorenzo has a new job: Find and kill Valentine. As
allegiances are betrayed and the nation descends into a bloody civil war, Lorenzo and
Valentine must face off. Two men. Two missions. Only one will win. At the publisher's
request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management).
“A harsh, visceral, novel of conspiracy and betrayal . . . a distrubing mix that plays on
our sense of history while at the same time it appeals to our darkest fantasies of rough
justice.”—Chicago Tribune The inspiration for the USA Network series Shooter He was
one the best Marine snipers in Vietnam. Today, twenty years later, disgruntled hero of
an unheroic war, all Bob Lee Swagger wants to be left alone and to leave the killing
behind. But with consummate psychological skill, a shadowy military organization
seduces Bob into leaving his beloved Arkansas hills for one last mission for his country,
unaware until too late that the game is rigged. The assassination plot is executed to
perfection—until Bob Lee Swagger, alleged lone gunman, comes out of the operation
alive, the target of a nationwide manhunt, his only allies a woman he just met and a
discredited FBI agent. Now Bob Lee Swagger is on the run, using his lethal skills once
more—but this time to track down the men who set him up and to break a dark
conspiracy aimed at the very heart of America.
ADVENTURE / THRILLER. An American general is captured in the Middle East by terrorists
who threaten to behead him. But moments before he is rendered unconscious, the general
notices that his captors speak American English. What's going on? Gunnery-Sergeant Kyle
Swanson is vacationing in the Mediterranean when he receives orders to mount a top-secret
mission to rescue the general. But as the Marines prepare to land in the desert, they fall victim
to a terrible accident. Swanson, the only survivor, then discovers they were flying into a
deliberate ambush.But how could the enemy have details of a mission known only to a few top
US government officials?
When her military doctor brother dies from a suspicious bridge collapse moments after sending
her a cellphone photo, a Coast Guard sniper struggles to solve the mystery by investigating the
photo and enlisting the aid of a special operations team that subsequently discovers an alQaeda plot. 75,000 first printing.
In this follow-up to the highly successful Kill Zone, former Marine sniper Kyle Swanson faces
his most deadly enemy yet, a legendary enemy sniper working with a fringe Islamic
organization that has created a terrifying new weapon of mass destruction In Baghdad's Green
Zone, an Iraqi scientist is murdered just before he is to reveal the monstrous secret that
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Saddam Hussein took to his grave: the Palace of Death, home to a chemical weapon that
Islamic militants quietly have been developing and whose formula is nearly complete. The
assassination is the work of a mysterious sniper called Juba, who was originally trained by the
British but now works with a twisted mastermind determined to wrest leadership of the terrorist
world from Al Qaeda. Kyle Swanson, once the top sniper in the Marine Corps, has become the
key member in a secret special operations team known as Task Force Trident. When Juba
tests the new weapon by killing hundreds of people at a British royal wedding in London,
Swanson is assigned to hunt down his old special ops rival. The birth of a new reign of global
terror can be stopped only by a confrontation between the two best snipers in the world, a duel
in which the first shot wins. Usually.
"In Maude, Donna writes the story of her paternal grandmother's life, beginning on the day of
her birth in 1892. A story filled with highs and lows, she reveals a woman who experienced the
best life had to offer and the worst events imaginable. Through it all, Maude clung to her faith
and kept on going." --Page [4] cover.
"[Top-ranked sniper Kyle] Swanson is sent on a mission to track down two targets--one is the
Cobra, the warlord who spent twenty years in prison after Swanson captured him and is now
back in charge of the strong Somali underworld, vowing vengeance on the Marine; the other is
the grandson of the schoolteacher who once saved his life, who has joined the Cobra's army of
terror"-Marine sniper Kyle Swanson and his beautiful girlfriend, CIA agent Lauren Carson, are on a
mission in Pakistan when their world is turned inside out. Kyle is captured and thrown in prison.
Lauren is accused of being a double agent. The one person they can trust to help is the man
who sent them on the black operation - Jim Hall, a legendary CIA agent, Kyle's sniper mentor,
and Lauren's boss and former lover. But Hall has gone rogue. He is selling America's
innermost secrets to a ruthless Pakistani warlord who wants to mould al-Qaeda into a
legitimate political party, and secure a nuclear arsenal. For Jim Hall, his former protégé
Swanson is the final obstacle.
This is the second volume in a series of chronological histories prepared by the Marine Corps
History and Museums Division to cover the entire span of Marine Corps involvement in the
Vietnam War. This volume details the Marine activities during 1965, the year the war escalated
and major American combat units were committed to the conflict. The narrative traces the
landing of the nearly 5,000-man 9th Marine Expeditionary Brigade and its transformation into
the ?II Marine Amphibious Force, which by the end of the year contained over 38,000 Marines.
During this period, the Marines established three enclaves in South Vietnam’s northernmost
corps area, I Corps, and their mission expanded from defense of the Da Nang Airbase to a
balanced strategy involving base defense, offensive operations, and pacification. This volume
continues to treat the activities of Marine advisors to the South Vietnamese armed forces but in
less detail than its predecessor volume, U.S. Marines in Vietnam, 1954-1964; The Advisory
and Combat Assistance Era.
This book takes a case-based approach to addressing the challenges psychiatrists and other
clinicians face when working with American combat veterans after their return from a war zone.
Written by experts, the book concentrates on a wide variety of concerns associated with
posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), including different treatments of PTSD. The text also
looks at PTSD comorbidities, such as depression and traumatic brain injury (TBI) and other
conditions masquerading as PTSD. Finally, the authors touch on other subjects concerning
returning veterans, including pain, disability, facing the end of a career, sleep problems ,
suicidal thoughts, violence, , and mefloquine “toxidrome”. Each case study includes a case
presentation, diagnosis and assessment, treatment and management, outcome and case
resolution, and clinical pearls and pitfalls. Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder and Related
Diseases in Combat Veterans is a valuable resource for civilian and military mental health
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practitioners, and primary care physicians on how to treat patients returning from active war
zones.

Jack Coughlin is the Marine Corps' top-ranked sniper, the man who personally brings
America's military muscle to the enemy's front door. In twenty years of active service,
he has accumulated one of the most impressive records in the Corps, ranging through
many of the world's hot spots. During Operation Iraqi Freedom alone, he recorded at
least thirty-six kills, thirteen of them in a single twenty-four-hour period. In Shooter,
Coughlin has written a highly personal story about his deadly craft, taking readers deep
inside an invisible society that is off-limits to outsiders. This is not a heroic battlefield
memoir, but the careful study of an exceptional man as he carries forward one of the
deadliest legacies in the U.S. military.
Panic grips Washington, DC, in this thriller featuring “a lightning-paced plot [and] a
charmingly likeable character” (Tess Gerritsen). Author of House Witness, 2019 Edgar
Award Finalist for Best Novel Two foiled terrorist attacks and a law targeting Muslim
Americans are about to send Joe DeMarco on a dangerous mission among mobsters,
meth dealers, and the political elite. First there was the bomb meant for the Baltimore
Harbor Tunnel. Then a private plane headed straight for the White House is shot down.
An atmosphere of fear and panic overruns the country, and when a senator proposes to
run extensive background checks on all Muslims and deport any who aren’t citizens,
his bill gains surprising traction. John Mahoney, the larger-than-life Speaker of the
House, is not pleased. But Mahoney has a connection to one of the attackers, one he
wants kept secret. So he calls on Joe DeMarco . . . “Full of insider information, this
novel reinforces Lawson’s place in the upper rank of Washington thriller specialists.”
—Publishers Weekly
Combat veteran and author Hans Halberstadt takes readers deeper inside the elusive
world of snipers than ever before, from recruitment and training to the brutality of the
killing fields. Shadow Team is probably the most productive sniper team in American
military history, accounting for 276 confirmed kills in a six months span with no
casualties of their own. Their leader made what was, and may still be, the longest range
kill with a 7.62mm rifle. For the first time ever they explain what it's like to kill a man and
what it takes to become one of the elite. The tragic tale of Headhunter Two is altogether
different. This four man sniper team from a regiment known within the Corps as the
Magnificent Bastards was killed in 2004 in Ramadi, Iraq. Their deaths not only caused a
reevaluation of sniper tactics and techniques, but created a desire for vengeance that
was exacted nearly two years later in dramatic fashion. Based on hundreds of hours of
exclusive interviews, Halberstadt gets inside the sniper mind and shows how they think
and interact with each other, how missions are planned and executed, how the
weapons work, and even what happens when a bullet finally strikes its target. There are
only a few hundred snipers from all the services put together in combat at any one time,
making this true inside story a rare and important event. Both a uniquely intimate look
at what makes a sniper tick and a harrowing read filled with dramatic war tales, Trigger
Men is a book about killers and killing, without apology and without remorse.
One man versus the might of the Russian mafia... The explosive new thriller series from
major bestseller Ben Coes. Unforgiving and ruthlessly violent, the Russian mafia has
rapidly taken over the criminal underworld in the U.S. When a powerful family executes
two high-profile American politicians, the message is obvious: opposition will be met
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with deadly force. With no other viable options, the President creates a two-man
clandestine assassination team to find and eliminate the bosses of this deadly criminal
operation: former Navy SEALs Billy Cosgrove and Rob Tacoma. But when Cosgrove is
found dead just days later, Tacoma is on his own against an organisation with endless
resources and no boundaries. To find the culprits, he’ll have to take on an army.
Except in this battle there are no limits - and no rules. A brutal thriller from a master of
the genre, The Russian is perfect for fans of Lee Child, James Deegan and Andy
McNab.
Navy SEAL sniper Gil Shannon comes face-to-face with his most dangerous adversary
yet in the breathtakingly cinematic new Sniper Elite military thriller from the coauthor of
the #1 New York Times bestseller American Sniper—the critically acclaimed memoir of
Chris Kyle that inspired the Academy Award-winning film. Hot on the trail of a highprofile target, Navy SEAL sniper Gil Shannon turns from hunter to hunted when he finds
himself in the crosshairs of Chechen terrorist “The Wolf.” Stranded in Paris, Shannon
must team up with an unlikely ally—a deadly Russian special operative—to help even the
odds. When they discover that “The Wolf” is just one of many sinister players in a
global terrorist plot bent on thrusting the US economy into total chaos and upending the
stability of the Western world, Shannon and his team race to track down the terrorists
before they can execute their horrific plan. In a white-knuckle adventure across Europe
and the Caucasus, Shannon goes head-to-head with legions of enemy fighters, but his
ultimate showdown is against the one sniper who may be his equal shot. Who will
survive?
THE NEW YORK TIMES NUMBER ONE BESTSELLER Two weeks before the election
- and presidential candidate Josh Alexander's motorcade is decimated by a terrorist
bomb. Alexander survives the attack, although members of his entourage are not so
lucky. It appears to be the work of al-Qaeda. But then CIA director Irene Kennedy is
presented with classifed information so toxic that she considers destroying it altogether.
Instead she summons Mitch Rapp, the one man reckless enough to follow the evidence
to its explosive conclusion... AMERICAN ASSASSIN, book one in the series, is soon to
be a MAJOR MOTION PICTURE starring Dylan O'Brien (Maze Runner), Taylor Kitsch
(True Detective) and Michael Keaton. Praise for the Mitch Rapp series 'Sizzles with
inside information and CIA secrets' Dan Brown 'A cracking, uncompromising yarn that
literally takes no prisoners' The Times 'Vince Flynn clearly has one eye on Lee Child's
action thriller throne with this twist-laden story. . . instantly gripping' Shortlist 'Actionpacked, in-your-face, adrenalin-pumped super-hero macho escapist fiction that does
exactly what it says on the label' Irish Independent 'Mitch Rapp is a great character who
always leaves the bad guys either very sorry for themselves or very dead' Guardian
“Stephen Hunter is in a class by himself. Time to Hunt is as vivid and haunting as a
moving target in the crosshairs of a sniper scope.”—Nelson Demille, author of Mayday
He is the most dangerous man alive. He only wants to live in peace with his family, and
forget the war that nearly killed him. . . . It's not going to happen. Stephen Hunter's epic
national bestsellers, Point of Impact and Black Light, introduced millions of readers to
Bob Lee Swagger, called “Bob the Nailer,” a heroic but flawed Vietnam War veteran
forced twice to use his skills as a master sniper to defend his life and his honor. Now, in
his grandest, most intensely thrilling adventure yet, Bob the Nailer must face his
deadliest foe from Vietnam—and his own demons—to save his wife and daughter. During
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the latter days of the Vietnam War, deep in-country, a young idealistic Marine named
Donny Fenn was cut down by a sniper's bullet as he set out on patrol with Swagger,
who himself received a grievous wound. Years later Swagger married Donny's widow,
Julie, and together they raise their daughter, Nikki, on a ranch in the isolated Sawtooth
Mountains in Idaho. Although he struggles with the painful legacy of Vietnam,
Swagger's greatest wish—to leave his violent past behind and live quietly with his
family—seems to have come true. Then one idyllic day, a man, a woman, and a girl set
out from the ranch on horseback. High on a ridge above a mountain pass, a thousand
yards distant, a calm, cold-eyed shooter, one of the world's greatest marksmen, peers
through a telescopic sight at the three approaching figures. Out of his tortured past, a
mortal enemy has once again found Bob the Nailer. Time to Hunt proves anew why so
many consider Stephen Hunter to be our best living thriller writer. With a plot that
sweeps from the killing fields of Vietnam to the corridors of power in Washington to the
shadowy plots of the new world order, Hunter delivers all the complex, stay-up-all-night
action his fans demand in a masterful tale of family heartbreak and international
intrigue—and shows why, for Bob Lee Swagger, it's once again time to hunt. Praise for
Time to Hunt “Stephen Hunter is simply the best writer of action fiction in the world and
Time to Hunt proves it.”—Phillip Margolin, author of The Burning Man “The best straightup thriller writer at work today.”—Rocky Mountain News
Jack Coughlin, the Marine Corps' top-ranked sniper and author of New York Times
bestseller Shooter, follows Gunnery Sgt. Kyle Swanson's action-packed top secret
missions in the Middle East in the Kyle Swanson Sniper Series, Books 1-3. In Kill Zone,
Kyle Swanson receives orders to mount a top secret mission to rescue an American
general captured in the Middle East by terrorists who threaten to behead him. In Dead
Shot, Swanson faces his most deadly enemy yet, a legendary enemy sniper working
with a fringe Islamic organization that has created a terrifying new weapon of mass
destruction. In Clean Kill, an attempt at a new peace in the Middle East is shattered by
an unknown attacker, and only Swanson can find out who's responsible.
Spain is on the brink of economic collapse and European banks demand that any
bailout be linked to harsh domestic changes. An alliance of Islamic bankers counters
with a rescue package containing no conditions at all. The underlying goal: to break the
unity of Europe and put Madrid on the path back to Islamic rule. When the United
States stridently opposes that deal, terrorists storm the American consulate in
Barcelona and slaughter an entire six-man U.S. Marine security guard. Washington
decides the time has come to change the rules of counter-terrorism response, and
instead of going after the individual hired gunmen, it unleashes black operations team
Task Force Trident to take down the high-ranking financiers known as the Group of Six
who were really responsible for the slaughter. Gunnery Sergeant Kyle Swanson, one of
the world's best snipers, and his beautiful sidekick Beth Ledford, go on the attack, and
bodies fall from Mallorca to Madrid. Meanwhile, Algerian mastermind Yanis Rebiane
puts pressure on Spain to decide before the Group of Six cracks, while his killingmachine son, Djahid roams the United States, murdering anyone his father deems a
threat to the radical Islamic takeover scheme. Once Swanson's name is unearthed from
secret files, Kyle and Djahid become hunter and prey. In On Scope by Jack Coughlin
and Donald A. Davis, one shot will decide the future of Spain, NATO, and the European
Union.
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First in a non-stop-action series of Sniper thrillers, by an author with first-hand
experience An American general is captured in the Middle East by terrorists who
threaten to behead him. But moments before he is rendered unconscious, the general
notices that his captors speak American English. What's going on? Gunnery-Sergeant
Kyle Swanson is vacationing in the Mediterranean when he receives orders to mount a
top-secret mission to rescue the general. But as the Marines prepare to land in the
desert, they fall victim to a terrible accident. Swanson, the only survivor, then discovers
they were flying into a deliberate ambush. But how could the enemy have details of a
mission known only to a few top US government officials? Swanson takes off alone to
locate the captured general and realizes he is fighting a particularly ruthless enemy:
American mercenaries working for a very high-level group within the White House,
whose hidden goal is total control of the US military. The fate of the captured general
and that of the nation now rest solely in Swanson's hands.
“The story of what Dakota did . . . will be told for generations.”—President Barack
Obama, from remarks given at Meyer’s Medal of Honor ceremony In the fall of 2009,
Taliban insurgents ambushed a patrol of Afghan soldiers and Marine advisors in a
mountain village called Ganjigal. Firing from entrenched positions, the enemy was
positioned to wipe out one hundred men who were pinned down and were repeatedly
refused artillery support. Ordered to remain behind with the vehicles, twenty-one yearold Marine corporal Dakota Meyer disobeyed orders and attacked to rescue his
comrades. With a brave driver at the wheel, Meyer stood in the gun turret exposed to
withering fire, rallying Afghan troops to follow. Over the course of the five hours, he
charged into the valley time and again. Employing a variety of machine guns, rifles,
grenade launchers, and even a rock, Meyer repeatedly repulsed enemy attackers,
carried wounded Afghan soldiers to safety, and provided cover for dozens of others to
escape—supreme acts of valor and determination. In the end, Meyer and four stalwart
comrades—an Army captain, an Afghan sergeant major, and two Marines—cleared the
battlefield and came to grips with a tragedy they knew could have been avoided. For his
actions on that day, Meyer became the first living Marine in three decades to be
awarded the Medal of Honor. Into the Fire tells the full story of the chaotic battle of
Ganjigal for the first time, in a compelling, human way that reveals it as a microcosm of
our recent wars. Meyer takes us from his upbringing on a farm in Kentucky, through his
Marine and sniper training, onto the battlefield, and into the vexed aftermath of his
harrowing exploits in a battle that has become the stuff of legend. Investigations
ensued, even as he was pitched back into battle alongside U.S. Army soldiers who
embraced him as a fellow grunt. When it was over, he returned to the States to confront
living with the loss of his closest friends. This is a tale of American values and
upbringing, of stunning heroism, and of adjusting to loss and to civilian life. We see it all
through Meyer’s eyes, bullet by bullet, with raw honesty in telling of both the errors that
resulted in tragedy and the resolve of American soldiers, U.S. Marines, and Afghan
soldiers who’d been abandoned and faced certain death. Meticulously researched and
thrillingly told, with nonstop pace and vivid detail, Into the Fire is the unvarnished story
of a modern American hero. Praise for Into the Fire “A story of men at their best and at
their worst . . . leaves you gaping in admiration at Medal of Honor winner Dakota
Meyer’s courage.”—National Review “Meyer’s dazzling bravery wasn’t momentary or
impulsive but deliberate and sustained.”—The Wall Street Journal “[A] cathartic,
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heartfelt account . . . Combat memoirs don’t get any more personal.”—Kirkus Reviews
“A great contribution to the discussion of an agonizingly complex subject.”—The
Virginian-Pilot “Black Hawk Down meets Lone Survivor.”—Library Journal
A top-secret band of elite warriors are forced to take a side in the Mexican drug wars in
this “gripping, fast-paced adventure” (Dan Hampton, New York Times bestselling
author of Viper Pilot) of the Sniper Elite series from the co-author of the #1 New York
Times bestseller American Sniper. Bob Pope, the director of an American secret
intelligence antiterrorism program, has lost contact with his most trusted operative,
Navy Master Chief Gil Shannon, fearing him dead when a mission to take out a Swiss
banker channeling funds to Muslim extremists goes awry. Now an American politician
and her team have been assassinated in Mexico City by the Ghost Sniper—an American
ex-military gunman-for-hire employed by Mexico’s most ruthless drug cartel—and Pope
must turn instead to retired Navy SEAL Daniel Crosswhite and brand-new Sniper Elite
hero, ex–Green Beret Chance Vaught, in order to track down the Ghost Sniper and
expose the corrupt officials behind this murderous international plot!
Fobbit \’fä-bit\, noun. Definition: A U.S. soldier stationed at a Forward Operating Base
who avoids combat by remaining at the base, esp. during Operation Iraqi Freedom
(2003-2011). Pejorative. In the satirical tradition of Catch-22 and M*A*S*H, Fobbit takes
us into the chaotic world of Baghdad’s Forward Operating Base Triumph. The Forward
Operating base, or FOB, is like the back-office of the battlefield – where people eat and
sleep, and where a lot of soldiers have what looks suspiciously like a desk job. Male
and female soldiers are trying to find an empty Porta Potty in which to get acquainted,
grunts are playing Xbox and watching NASCAR between missions, and a lot of the
senior staff are more concerned about getting to the chow hall in time for the Friday
night all-you-can-eat seafood special than worrying about little things like military
strategy. Darkly humorous and based on the author's own experiences in Iraq, Fobbit is
a fantastic debut that shows us a behind-the-scenes portrait of the real Iraq war.
At a 15th Century castle outside of Edinburgh, Sir Geoffrey Cornwell, overseer of Task
Force Trident and a former colonel, is in the process of brokering an unprecedented
agreement. Prince Abdullah of Saudi Arabia and the Israeli Foreign Minister are
scheduled to sign an historic peace treaty - that is, until their meeting is violently
interrupted by a missile strike that leaves the Foreign Minister of Israel dead and the
Prince injured. Gunnery Sergeant Kyle Swanson is immediately called to the UK, where
he thwarts another attempt on the prince of Saudi Arabia's life. The attackers are
Middle Eastern, but they aren't working for Al Qaeda - they're employed by foreign
operatives opposed to the peace agreement and determined to claim Saudi oil reserves
for themselves. Meanwhile, Juba comes out of hiding. One of the best snipers in the
world and Kyle's nemesis, Juba remains determined to exact revenge on the man who
nearly took his life. With scenes of tremendous suspense that span the globe, Clean Kill
pits our hero against a group whose greed and vengeance know no limits . . .
Tea-drinking is a ritual that binds people together. Alan Whelan was on a unique quest:
to find the people at the hidden heart of Africa... and sit down for a nice cup of tea with
them. On the 14,000-mile solo journey through Morocco, Mauritania, Mali and all the
way to Cape Town across deserts and the toughest roads imaginable, he met sporting
legends and ministers, peacekeepers and outlaws, and countless people who shared
their last morsel of food with him.Armed with little more than blind optimism, he
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experienced a jaw-dropping ride. Uplifting, insightful and funny, this is the story of one
man’s determination through the most physically and emotionally challenging five
months of his life.
An American general is captured in the Middle East by terrorists who threaten to
behead him within days. One strange fact: moments before he is rendered unconscious
during the attack, the general notices that his captors speak American English. What's
going on? Gunnery Sgt. Kyle Swanson, a top Marine sniper, is vacationing on a yacht
in the Mediterranean when he receives orders to mount a top secret mission to rescue
the general. But as the Marines prepare to land in the Syrian desert, they fall victim to a
terrible accident. Swanson, the only survivor, then discovers they were also flying into
an ambush. How did the enemy have details of a mission known only to a few top
American government officials? Swanson takes off across the desert alone to find the
captured general and realizes he is fighting a particularly ruthless and dangerous
enemy: American mercenaries working for a very-high-level group of U.S. officials with
ties to the White House itself, part of a clandestine conspiracy whose hidden goal is
nothing less than total control of the American military. Their sworn enemy is the
captured general whose fate now rests in Swanson's hands. Filled with the kind of
action that author Jack Coughlin lived during his career as a Marine sniper, Kill Zone
marks the debut of an extraordinary new series.
#1 New York Times and #1 Wall Street Journal bestselling author Brad Thor returns with his
hottest and most action-packed thriller yet! The most secretive organization in America
operates without accountability to the American people. Hiding in the shadows, pretending to
be part of the United States Government, its power is beyond measure. Control of this
organization has just been lost and the future of the nation has been thrust into peril. When the
five candidates being considered to head this mysterious agency suddenly go missing, covert
counter-terrorism operative, Scot Harvath is summoned to Washington and set loose on the
most dangerous chase ever to play out on American soil. But as the candidates begin turning
up murdered, the chase becomes an all-too-public spectacle with every indicator suggesting
that the plot has its roots in a shadowy American cabal founded in the 1700s. With the United
States on the verge of collapse, Harvath must untangle a web of conspiracy centuries in the
making and head off the greatest threat America has ever seen. This is thriller writing at its
absolute best where the stakes have never been higher, nor the line between good and evil so
hard to discern.
"Ein Actionkracher vom Feinsten!" Washington Post Eine Wüste im Nahen Osten: General
Middleton gerät mit seiner Einsatzgruppe in einen Hinterhalt von Terroristen. Sie töten seine
Männer und nehmen ihn gefangen. Kurz bevor er das Bewusstsein verliert, hört er, wie sich
die Terroristen unterhalten: Sie sprechen Englisch mit amerikanischem Akzent. Mit Rettung
des Generals wird Gunnery Sergeant Kyle Swanson beauftragt- einer der besten
Scharfschützen der Marines. Als Swanson und seine Männer in Syrien landen, laufen sie in
eine Falle. Nur Swanson überlebt den Angriff. Woher hatte der Feind Informationen über diese
streng geheime Mission? Auf sich allein gestellt, gerät Swanson in ein gefährliches Spiel, das
die Ordnung der gesamten Welt bedroht ... Sniper Kyle Swanson in tödlicher Mission - auch in
Band 2: "Dead Shot". eBooks von beTHRILLED - mörderisch gute Unterhaltung.
The two best snipers in the world... The first shot wins... Usually
This is the story of the fighter mission that changed World War II. It is the true story of the man
behind Pearl Harbor---Admiral Isoroku Yamamoto---and the courageous young American fliers
who flew the million-to-one suicide mission that shot him down. Yamamoto was a cigarsmoking, poker-playing, English-speaking, Harvard-educated expert on America, and that
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intimate knowledge served him well as architect of the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor. For
the next sixteen months, this military genius, beloved by the Japanese people, lived up to his
prediction that he would run wild in the Pacific Ocean. He was unable, however, to deal the
fatal blow needed to knock America out of the war, and the shaken United States began its
march to victory on the bloody island of Guadalcanal. Donald A. Davis meticulously tracks
Yamamoto's eventual rendezvous with death. After American code-breakers learned that the
admiral would be vulnerable for a few hours, a desperate attempt was launched to bring him
down. What was essentially a suicide mission fell to a handful of colorful and expendable U.S.
Army pilots from Guadalcanal's battered "Cactus Air Force": - Mississippian John Mitchell, after
flunking the West Point entrance exam, entered the army as a buck private. Though not a
"natural" as an aviator, he eventually became the highest-scoring army ace on Guadalcanal
and the leader of the Yamamoto attack. - Rex Barber grew up in the Oregon countryside and
was the oldest surviving son in a tightly knit churchgoing family. A few weeks shy of his college
graduation in 1940, the quiet Barber enlisted in the U.S. Army. - "I'm going to be President of
the United States," Tom Lanphier once told a friend. Lanphier was the son of a legendary
fighter squadron commander and a dazzling storyteller. He viewed his chance at hero status
as the start of a promising political career. - December 7, 1941, found Besby Holmes on a
Pearl Harbor airstrip, firing his .45 handgun at Japanese fighters. He couldn't get airborne in
time to make a serious difference, but his chance would come. - Tall and darkly handsome,
Ray Hine used the call sign "Heathcliffe" because he resembled the brooding hero of
Wuthering Heights. He was transferred to Guadalcanal just in time to participate in the
Yamamoto mission---a mission from which he would never return. Davis paints unforgettable
personal portraits of men in combat and unravels a military mystery that has been covered up
at the highest levels of government since the end of the war.
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Mark Greaney comes the second entry in the
explosive thriller series featuring the lethal assassin known as the Gray Man. When an old
comrade Court Gentry thought was dead returns to haunt him, his own life is put in the
crosshairs. The man wants Court to complete a mission, with one crucial catch to his orders:
Instead of a difficult assassination, the job will entail a nearly impossible kidnapping--and Court
must return his quarry to the very CIA team that turned on him.
Dispatched on a secret mission to Iraq to rescue a hostage general whose captors speak
perfect American English, Marine Corps sniper Kyle Swanson discovers that American
mercenaries are working with the White House for total control over the military.
In the latest high-intensity thriller in the New York Times bestselling sniper series, Marine
Gunnery Sergeant Kyle Swanson is sent into Pakistan, where an international team of medical
workers has been executed in order to cover up a deadly terrorist secret. In the aftermath of
great floods, a doctor on a relief mission in northeastern Pakistan discovers the remains of a
collapsed bridge that reminds him of a bridge near his childhood home in Ohio. He snaps a
cellphone picture and sends it to his sister, just before his entire team is slaughtered. His sister
is Beth Ledford, a Coast Guard sniper, who suspects that the answer to the mystery of her
brother's death is in that cellphone picture. No one believes her until she finds Swanson and
the secret special operations team known as Task Force Trident. When Kyle takes Beth into
Pakistan to investigate, they find the true secret behind the mass murder—what may be the last,
best hope of victory by al-Qaeda and the Taliban over allied forces. Now the two snipers have
their sights set on one man, an American diplomat who has become the biggest obstacle to
victory in the war on terror. The only question is: which of them gets to pull the trigger?
Parents worry about their children's safety at schools, and why wouldn't they with school
violence on the rise in America's schools? Schools are supposed to be safe havens for
teaching and learning, free of crime and violence, and yet more and more students are
experiencing incidents of theft, violence and violent deaths. More security measures are being
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put into place but what good is that when we can't identify who might commit these acts of
school violence and prevent future cases?In School Killers Speak, Gordon A. Crews provides
a comprehensive analysis of the acts of 78 currently incarcerated school violence perpetrators
who committed their acts of violence between 1979 and 2011. Of this number, he obtained
projected thoughts and feelings in relation to their acts of violence and personal interviews
about their lives and commentary on the current state of school violence in America. No one
has ever provided such in-depth information about what many school violence offenders'
thoughts and feelings were before the decision to commit violence, while planning the violence,
during the violence, and during the aftermath of the violent event. It's the truth, administrators
and parents need an accurate understanding of the extent, nature, and context of the problem
in order to isolate and prevent future incidents of extreme school violence. Learning from the
past, and reading what school violence offenders had to say, is definitely what we need to
have the safety we want in our schools.
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